


Favoured Blue Triangle location | Entrance hall | cloakroom | Sitting roomwith bay window and open
fire | Dining room | Study | Family room | Family kitchen/breakfast room | Conservatory | Utility
room | Six bedrooms | Master with balcony | Dressing room and en suite | Family bathroom
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A well maintained detached family home enjoying a
convenient location in the favoured Blue Triangle. From
the canopied porch this leads to the reception hall, the
sitting room has a front aspect with bay window and
open fireplace, there is also access to the dining room. To
the front there is a study, a family room to the rear, the
kitchen/breakfast room which leads into the
conservatory is very well equipped with a range of white
gloss units and granite worksurfaces, built in oven and
hob, a central island is where the sink and dishwasher
can be found, access to the games room can be found
through the Kitchen. Upstairs is a generous sized landing,
family bathroom, six bedrooms, the master suite has a
balcony enjoing a garden aspect, there is also a dressing
room and an en suite shower.

To the rear is a paved terrace leading to the garden
which is mainly laid to lawn, there is a useful timber
cabin currently in use as a home office together with a
raised and covered decked area ideal for outdoor dining
and entertaining. To the front there are neat beds and
borders, driveway parking for a number of cars leading
to the double garage.

The property occupies a convenient location within the
desirable Blue Triangle with access to Fleet's mainline
station to LondonWaterloo in approximately 40 minutes.
There is also convenient access to Fleet's High Street,

with it's good selection of national and independent
retailers. The area is renowned for it's good selection of
schools including All Saints Junior and Calthorpe Park
Secondary School.

Delightful family homewithwonderful garden in the
BlueTriangle

Guide Price £1,150,000   Freehold
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FOR CLARIFICATIONWewish to inform prospective purchasers that we have prepared these sales particulars as a general guide. We have not carried out a detailed survey, nor tested the services, appliances and specific fittings.
Room sizes are approximate and rounded: they are taken between internal wall surfaces and therefore include cupboards/shelves, etc. Accordingly, they should not be relied upon for carpets and furnishings. Formal notice is also given
that all fixtures and fittings, carpeting, curtains/blinds and kitchen equipment, whether fitted or not, are deemed removable by the vendor unless specifically itemised within these particulars.



Beyond your expectations


